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Spectral \cite{BS05a, KLS16, SGMS15, LSXS19, LSY+16, US17a}.

Spectrum \cite{DS91b, FSSU20, SC12}.

Spectrum-Adapted \cite{FSSU20}.

Spedicato \cite{Saa92a}.

Squares \cite{CS11, LS06, XS16, Saa83a, Saa84a, Saa86b, Saa86c, Saa87c}.

standard \cite{Saa99c}.

Standards \cite{AEKS90}.

state \cite{Saa88d}.

states \cite{GBG+10, SKBS88}.

Statistics \cite{SW89}.

Stiefel \cite{SS80}.

Stochastic \cite{UCS17}.

Strategies \cite{MS07b, MOXS12, PS87, SS99c, LLCS02, PS85, SOT01, SGMS15, SMSW00}.

Strategy \cite{MS07a}.

structural \cite{CTJ+95}.

Structure \cite{SCS10, AJT+07, CTS93, CTS94, CKV+03, JKSC99, SSC+96}.

Structured \cite{GGL94, CCE+18, FSSU96}.

Structures \cite{Saa94a, SM95, SSS93}.

study \cite{CS97e}.

Subgraph \cite{CS12}.

Subspace \cite{CCSY98, CS14, SSS93a, BS99b, Saa92b, Saa92e, Saa93b, Saa97, SSS93a, Saa11a, AAXE12, BSS09, BS89, CS97b, ESS86, Saa81, Saa84c, Saa84d, Saa84e, Saa84f, Saa84g, Saa84h}.
Theoretical [Saa84c, Saa94b, Saa94e, SSZ98, Saa06].

Unstructured [MS94]. Unsymmetric [Saa80a, Saa80c, Saa81, Saa82a]. updating [VS14]. Use [Saa84c, Saa85c, Saa87c]. Using [BKS08, CKV03, SS98a, SSC04, BS05a, CS18, JTD94, KS05a, LXSdH20, OKLS15, Saa83d, USS17a, UMS17, VSS14, ZSTC06b].

Values [VSS14]. Variations [Saa80c, SST04]. Vectors [CS98b, UCS17, USS17b, WGSC18, ZSTC06a]. Vibrational [CJWS96, CZC09]. Volume [BJR09].
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